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Privacy Policy 

We have committed ourselves to protecting your privacy. We use the information gathered to 

enable your account and to enhance your online experience. We endeavor to comply with laws of 

other countries but cannot and do not warrant that we do. We do everything we reasonably can to 

protect your rights of privacy on systems and the Website controlled by us, but we are not liable 

for any unauthorized or unlawful disclosures of your personal and confidential information made 

by third parties who are not subject to our control, for example advertisers and websites that have 

links to our Website. You should take note that the information and privacy practices of our 

business partners, advertisers, sponsors or other sites to which we provide hyperlinks, may be 

different from ours. 

We respect the right of users to remain anonymous and will endeavor not to knowingly disclose 

user identities unless directed by a court of law. Our privacy policy is subject to change at any 

time without notice. To make sure you are aware of any changes, please review this policy 

periodically. 

When does mnagenome disclose the information it collects to outside parties? 

mnagenome (hereinafter referred to interchangeably as “Culturelytics Private Limited” or 

“mnagenome” or “the Company”) does not sell, trade, or rent your personal information to 

others. mnagenome may release customer information when we believe, in good faith, that such 

release is reasonably necessary to (i) comply with law, (ii) enforce or apply the terms of any of 

our user agreements or (iii) protect the rights, property or safety of mnagenome, our users, or 

others. 

What information do we collect and how do we use it? 

We only collect your Personal Information to conduct our business and to enable us to deliver 

and improve our Services. When you place an order through this website, we need to know your 

name, e-mail, phone number, address and credit card details if paying by credit card. This allows 

us to process and fulfill your order successfully. It also helps us in maintaining your account.  

How does mnagenome protect customer information? 

If and when you may place orders, we use a secure server. The secure server software (SSL) 

encrypts all information you input before it is sent to us. Furthermore, several layers of 

encryption and several layers of security to prevent unauthorized access protect all of the 

sensitive customer data we collect. 

What about 'cookies'? 

‘Cookies’ are small pieces of information that are stored by your browser on your computer's 

hard drive. Our cookies do not contain any personally identifying information. They may, for 
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instance, allow you to place your online order and to login once you are subscribed. Most Web 

browsers automatically accept cookies, but you can usually change your browser to prevent that. 

You will need cookies enabled to use the mnagenome website. 

Your Consent 

By using our website, you consent to the collection and use of this information by mnagenome. 

If we decide to change our privacy policy, we will post those changes on this page so that you 

are always aware of what information we collect, how we use it, and under what circumstances 

we disclose it. 

If you wish to discuss any aspect of this Privacy Policy Statement, please feel free to contact us 

by e-mail at support@mnagenome.com. 
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